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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerBeacon Pharmaceuticals 

Description 

Basic information about the drug CRIZONIXDescription CRIZONIXOrder, delivery and payment «CRIZONIX»?

Buy CRISONICS

CRIZONIX is an Indian-made antineoplastic drug. It has a cumulative effect on the body. Before use, a consultation with a doctor is required!
The drug is dispensed exclusively by prescription. It is also necessary to inform the specialist about the drugs you are taking, since the
simultaneous adoption of various funds can reduce their effectiveness.

You can buy CRISONICS at an affordable price in your online pharmacy. The pharmacy works directly with Indian suppliers, which is why the
cost of medicines is much lower. All medicinal products are licensed, which is a guarantee of quality for the buyer.
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Many clients of our pharmacy are satisfied with the product. According to them, CRISONICS is really effective, besides, it has a minimal list of
side effects. Also, the advantages include the convenience of taking the medicine. You can find even more information in the "Reviews" tab on
the site page.

CRIZONIX

CRISONIX is an antineoplastic agent prescribed exclusively by a doctor and having an effective pharmacological effect. The package contains
28 medicinal capsules, and the drug itself contains the substance krizitonib. Usually medication is prescribed for positive non-small cell lung
cancer during ALK spread.

The manufacturer of CRIZONIX is the Indian pharmaceutical company "Incepta Pharma", famous for the first-class quality of medicines, with
which we work directly. That is why we guarantee the authenticity of the generic to the buyer.

CRIZONIX is approved in more than 70 countries around the world. It really has a high efficiency, as a result of which the life of patients is
increased, in contrast to outdated methods of treatment.

Features of the use of the drug CRIZONIX

It is necessary to strictly follow the doctor's recommendations. The pills are taken once a day at the same time. Usually, the drug is taken for a
long period. IMPORTANT! A special feature of the application is the ban on eating grapefruit!

Contraindications and side effects of CRISONICS

The drug is contraindicated in pregnant and breastfeeding women. Also, adoption is not recommended for children. It is worth taking the drug
with caution if there is an individual intolerance to the components. CRIZONIX affects the functioning of the kidneys and liver, therefore it is
contraindicated for persons with disorders in the work of these organs.

Order CRIZONIX

The online pharmacy offers convenient ordering methods for the customer. To place an order, you can either fill out a special form on the
product page, or contact the call manager at the bottom of the page. Registration is also available by calling the pharmacy. A consultant will tell
you more about the drug, help you place an order, and also answer your questions.

The buyer can be calm about the quality of the goods, because the online pharmacy strictly adheres to the storage conditions for all medicines.

Delivery KRIZONIX

Delivery by courier of our company is carried out in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Krasnodar and regions. Delivery to other points of Russia takes
place through a courier service, as well as using the Russian Post. Usually the delivery time does not exceed two weeks. "Express delivery" is
possible.

CRIZONIX payment

An online pharmacy takes care of its customers. Therefore, payment is available to you after you receive the product. So, the client can be calm
about the quality of the drug. However, the patient can pay for the purchase prior to receipt in order to receive the discount.
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